TREATMENTS FOR THOSE
WITH AND BEYOND CANCER
Visiting a spa should be a time of complete
indulgence for everyone. The Jennifer Young spa
range offers a selection of indulgent, gentle and
relaxing treatments, developed especially for those
living with and beyond cancer; and are ideal for the
most sensitive skins.
A donation of £1 will be given to McMillian cancer
support for every Jennifer Young treatment booked
at The Devonshire Spa.

GLOWING FACIAL
£45 | 30 Minutes £70 | 60 Minutes
This relaxing facial is blissfully adapted to bring the glow of health and harmony to your skin.
Soothing massage techniques help you to drift to a place of rest and relaxation, leaving your
skin with a glowing radiance. Your specialist therapist extends the treatment to include the
scalp, making the experience even more indulgent.

INDULGENT MASSAGE
£45 | 30 Minutes £80 | 60 Minutes
A bespoke massage carefully adapted by your specialist therapist to suit your individual
needs. Using 100% natural and organic oils this treatment is ideal for the most sensitive
skins. Let the power of touch bring harmony and well-being. You will be left feeling deeply
relaxed.

BALANCED BODY AND MIND
£85 | 60 Minutes
A bespoke massage carefully adapted by your therapist to suit your individual needs. The
experience starts with identifying the chakra to be balanced during this indulgent and
soothing full body treatment. Using 100% natural and organic oils blended for their affinity
with the chakra energy centres, this treatment is ideal for even the most sensitive skins.
Let the power of specialist touch, the energy of the crystals and the therapeutic benefits of
essential oils bring balance, harmony and wellbeing. You will be left feeling deeply relaxed.
The experience is extended to include the scalp ensuring that your massage brings total
release.
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TOP TO TOE EXPERIENCE
£105 | 90 Minutes
This top to toe experience includes a gentle full body massage followed by a deeply relaxing
facial. Your specialist therapist uses 100% natural and organic products, extending the
experience to include the scalp for total body and mind relaxation. A beautiful treatment for
pure escapism.

SPECIALIST MANICURE
£45 | 55 Minutes
Luxurious peach kernel oil and macadamia oil combine with the specialist knowledge of your
therapist to give a healing and relaxing manicure. This treatment is designed for damaged
nails and sensitive skin. Your specialist therapist will bring your nails back to a new level. This
nourishing and moisturising manicure is finished with an application of your favourite colour.
You can also get expert advice on how to improve the condition of your nails.

NAIL BEAUTIFUL PEDICURE
£45 | 55 Minutes
Our soothing and nourishing foot balm is massaged into your feet whilst our 100% natural
and organic nail oil works its magic into your nails. Finish off with a colour of your choice and
enjoy recognising your feet! Your specialist therapist will provide expert advice on how best
to look after your feet and nails following your treatment.
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